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Abstract

Demand for video streaming content and multimedia services have increased dramatically. Delivering high throughput and low
delay video data are real challenges to provide and sustain high quality mobile video streaming services. One type of solution
to provide quality of experience is to exploit multipath strategies by taking advantage of the multiple network interfaces that are
currently available in most wireless devices. Our work aims at delivering contributions by exploring the advantages of multipath
video streaming using the MPEG Media Transport protocol. MPEG Media Transport is a multimedia application layer protocol with
the capability of hybrid media delivery. In this article, we propose a Content-Aware and Path-Aware (CAPA) scheduling strategy
for this protocol, considering both video features and path condition. The performance of our CAPA proposal is evaluated using
ns-3 DCE with different realistic multipath network scenarios. We evaluate the performance of CAPA over heterogeneous wireless
networks under congested network and wireless lossy network conditions, which are common network situations with significant
adverse effects on video quality. Our approach yields considerable video quality improvement in both scenarios compared to Path-
Aware strategy and a simple scheduling strategy, called Evenly Splitting. For congested network scenario, CAPA could increase
PSNR, respectively, by up to 4.25 dB (12.97%), and 7.22 dB (20.58%) compared to Path-Aware and Evenly Splitting strategies. It
could also improve SSIM, respectively, by up to 0.033 (3.78%), and 0.102 (12.54%) compared to Path-Aware and Evenly Splitting
strategies. For wireless lossy network scenario, CAPA increases PSNR, respectively, by up to 6.84 dB (20.30%), and 9.43 dB
(30.32%) compared to Path-Aware and Evenly Splitting strategies. The proposed strategy also provides improvements in terms of
SSIM, by up to 0.100 (12.72%), and 0.113 (14.23%) compared to Path-Aware and Evenly Splitting strategies, respectively. We
also evaluate how proposed CAPA handles the streaming of different video bitrates under congested network conditions to provide
sufficient video quality. Finally, we provide an initial validation of fairness of CAPA to confirm fair access to the resources available
across all paths.

Keywords: heterogeneous wireless networks, multipath video streaming, content-aware and path-aware, path-awareness, packet
scheduling strategy

1. Introduction

Video streaming is a major part of the current network traffic.
Applications such as 4K Ultra HD (UHD) and 8K UHD live or
on-demand video, video conferences and online cloud games
have become considerably popular over the past few years.5

High bandwidth demand technologies such as, Virtual Real-
ity (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), Mixed Reality (MR) as well
as Multi-View Video (MVV) have evolved fast and become true
in the near future. According to the annual Cisco’s report [1],
IP video traffic would take 82 percent of all consumers’ Internet10

traffic by 2021. However, the real problem behind these tech-
nologies is the huge bitrate they produce [2], since it is insuf-
ficient to transmit it through the current available IP based net-
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works. Delivering high-quality video streaming services makes
the task of providing real-time wireless transmission of multi-15

media while ensuring Quality of Experience (QoE) quite chal-
lenging due to bandwidth and time constrains [3].

Several solutions have been proposed to provide QoE for
video streaming. One type of approach is packet loss re-
silient methods [4, 5] such as automatic repeat request (ARQ),20

Forward Error Correction (FEC), and Error Resilient Coding
(ERC), which cope with noisy networks by reducing the ef-
fect of data loss. Adaptive streaming mechanisms [6, 7, 8] are
also remarkable options to dynamically adjust the video deliv-
ery data rate to the underlying network conditions.25

Another line of research in the literature to improve QoE is
Network Coding (NC). NC proves its benefits in network per-
formance, especially in lossy wireless networks and multicast
scenarios [9]. In NC, packets from the same flow (intra-session)
or different flows (inter-session) can be combined into a sin-30
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Figure 1: The focus of this paper is the confluence of MMT protocol for video
streaming applications over heterogeneous wireless networks.

gle packet and transmitted [10]. One significant feature of NC
is that it allows intermediate nodes to perform re-encoding of
packets leading to improved throughput [10, 11, 12]. Besides
that, NC outperforms simple retransmission strategies, specifi-
cally for multicasting [13, 14, 15], since it reduces the number35

of packets transmission. However, NC solutions are incompat-
ible with some protocols such as TCP [9], add extra coding
and decoding requirements, and impose huge challenges when
trying to combine packets from different flows with different
transmission rates.40

Another type of solution is to exploit multipath strategies [6,
16, 17] by taking advantage of the multiple network interfaces,
which also refers to multihoming, that are currently available in
most wireless devices (e.g., laptops, tablets, smartphones). A
user connected to more than one network opens the opportunity45

to leverage different video delivery strategies to provide better
coverage and overall more stable network connectivity by cir-
cumventing congested network paths and aggregating the band-
width available over multiple paths. One concept presented in
5G to reach the target of supporting services with extreme band-50

width and ultra-low latency requirements is by exploiting mul-
tihoming capabilities.

Multiple efforts have been made regarding multipath data
transmission [18, 19], and different multipath protocols (e.g.,
MPTCP and CMT) have been proposed. However, most of the55

current transport protocols do not match the requirements of
video streaming applications or are not designed to address rel-
evant issues, such as delay constraints, network heterogeneity,
and head-of-line blocking issues.

At the crossroads, we observe MPEG Media Transport60

(MMT) [20], as a popular multimedia protocol standardized
in 2014 as a part of MPEG-H standard suite [21]. Several
other standards have already adopted MMT for major advances
in televisual technology worldwide [22, 23]. MMT supports
UHD, on-demand, live video streaming, and it has also been65

widely used for VR, AR, and MVV technologies. We re-
gard MMT as an appropriate protocol for exploiting multipath
streaming because it derives the capability of the video trans-
mission in heterogeneous network environments. MMT has

the principal property of hybrid media delivery, which refers70

to the combination of delivered media components over differ-
ent types of networks. For example, one could be a broadcast
channel, and another broadband or two simultaneous broadband
channels can be combined.

Altogether, as shown in Figure 1, the focus of this paper is on75

improving the MMT protocol with multipath strategies to de-
liver improved video quality of experience for real-time wire-
less video streaming. In a nutshell, we propose investigating
novel multipath scheduling strategies that consider both video
features (content-aware) and path characteristics (path-aware).80

Considering video content features in the scheduling strategy
helps to define the priority of each packet, and subsequently,
unequal importance packets can be sent through different net-
work paths based on network-level quality estimators. CAPA
improves video streaming QoE by increasing goodput, decreas-85

ing packet losses, and end-to-end delay.
This article is an extended version of our previous work [16]

published in 2018. We would like to point out the main ex-
tended contributions to the original work in the following.

• While only congested network situation was considered in90

our original work, we also study wireless lossy network
situation, where channels have high burst losses due to
wireless errors (e.g., lossy channels, noise or interface),
in this current paper. According to [24], losses due to
lossy network situation could even occur more than con-95

gestion condition in the real network. Since such burst
wireless losses have a high adverse effect on the perceived
video quality, it is well worth to consider it. Therefore, the
proposed scheduling strategy defined in the original work
has been improved considering lossy path condition in the100

Markov model and related packet distribution strategies in
order to guarantee video quality in wireless lossy condi-
tion.

• In the original work, CAPA experimental results were only
compared with a simple scheduling strategy for the tra-105

ditional multipath MMT (ES). However, in this current
paper, besides ES, we also define a Path-Aware schedul-
ing strategy (PA) to compare with CAPA. PA considers
only the paths’ condition for packet distribution. There-
fore, result comparison with PA makes clear how much110

content-aware protection contributes to the overall perfor-
mance gain.

• While we validated the proposed strategy with only two
cartoon sequences in the original work, in this current pa-
per, it is validated with a more broad range of video se-115

quences including three cartoons and two natural scene
video sequences with motion, details and very tough col-
ors. This is due to this reason that content features of the
streamed video sequence have a significant impact on the
perceived video quality. Therefore, a proper scheduling120

strategy should cope with different contents.

• This article provides more scenarios compared to the orig-
inal work considering different network situations in order
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to evaluate our proposed strategy, CAPA. First, we con-
sider the congestion network scenario, which could signif-125

icantly decrease the perceived video quality. We also study
our scheduler behavior with different video qualities (bi-
trates) under our congested network environment. Then,
we consider wireless channel lossy networks, where chan-
nels have high burst losses. Finally, we evaluate our pro-130

posed strategy when it competes with another MMT flow
for fairness support.

• As an extension to the original paper, a new section on
related work, and also a comprehensive discussion on the
experimental results have been added.135

The structure of this article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly discuss main aspects of scheduling functions
and review the related work to this research. Section 3 details
our developed solution and the multipath improved MMT sys-
tem. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the proposed solu-140

tion over heterogeneous wireless networks and also provides
our contribution to tackle the challenge of scheduling. Finally,
in Section 5, we conclude the paper by pointing out the main
findings, contributions, and directions.

2. Related Work145

In this section, we discuss the main aspects of the scheduler
functions for multipath video streaming schemes and also pro-
vide an overview of notable related work.

Research studies on the wireless multipath video stream-
ing [25] shows that to design a suitable multipath approach for150

mobile video streaming, several factors have to be considered.
The first one is layer dependency. The scheduler should access
the accurate measurements and the accuracy level of informa-
tion, which depends on the layer. For example, the applica-
tion layer is aware of video features, player buffer, and dead-155

lines. The transport layer is able to calculate the bandwidth
and RTT, and it also has a congestion control mechanism. The
network layer accesses the IP level, and the link-layer has wire-
less parameter access. The interaction between layers is known
as cross-layer. Mostly, in cross-layer approaches, lower layers160

(network or below) gather network information and feed them
to higher layers (application or transport layers). Therefore,
the higher layer could decide the path for data distribution and
manage load balancing, or apply a method to save energy. In
this work, we focus on the application layer because of its in-165

fluence in path selection, and we use the application feedback
for optimal delivery of the media data.

Table 1 shows some attempts available for the application
layer based on the original protocols. In this table, MPRTP [26]
is based on the RTP protocol, and therefore, it has no con-170

gestion control, and it is unfair to give room to other flows.
The work in [27] manages DASH content delivery at the sub-
segment level and provides multipath delivery at the client-
side. Go et al. [28] proposed a hybrid TCP/UDP-based en-
hanced. HTTP adaptive streaming and a MPEG-DASH-based175

enhanced system for multihomed mobile devices. The client

determines types of transport protocols by analyzing MPD in-
formation together with the estimated network condition and
buffered video time. When UDP is selected to transfer data, an
adaptive Raptor code is also used to provide reliable data trans-180

mission. The work in [29] proposes a synchronization scheme
for video streams transported over hybrid delivery: a combi-
nation of MMT (for broadcasting) and HTTP (for broadband)
streaming. In their experiment, the base and first enhanced lay-
ers are delivered over the broadcast channel, and the second185

enhanced layer is delivered over broadband networks. The syn-
chronization scheme is implemented at the receiver side, and
the receiver could request the segments that they can deliver on
time. However, the approach does not use any scheduling strat-
egy to manage the paths. QUIC-FEC [30] is a FEC extension to190

QUIC protocol. The proposed scheduler, named HighRB, can
perform path interleaving or only using one path when using
both paths is harmful. HighRB selects a path randomly by us-
ing the number of remaining bytes computed by the congested
window as weights for the random selection. The scheme in195

[31] is an energy-aware bandwidth aggregation middle-ware
for video streaming over HTTP. Middle-ware approaches are
designed to enable multipath interfaces to current applications
without any application modification. Therefore, middle-ware
approaches are easy to deploy. However, they are complex to200

implement [32]. MP-H2 [33] uses an HTTP-based multipath
scheduling solution providing server transparency, middlebox
compatibility, and load balancing. It focuses on minimizing the
transfer time of a medium to the large size of a Dropbox file,
video chunks, mp3 song, and an image. This way, the authors205

implemented a client-based scheduler on top of HTTP/2, which
is responsible for determining when and which chunk should be
fetched over which path using file size and network condition
for its decision making. Except MPRTP, all aforementioned ap-
proaches are not content-aware, and their performance could be210

improved by considering video content features for path man-
agement. In this work, we have improved MMT to make it
aware of the content and path situations.

Another important factor in designing a scheduler is network
equipment compatibility, to present which part of the network215

has to be modified (client and/or server and/or network) in or-
der to become compatible with the multipath transmission so-
lution. The most flexible case for implementation is where only
client modification is required. Table 1 indicates which parts of
the network equipment need to be adjusted to become compat-220

ible with related multipath transmission schemes. In this work,
our proposed scheduling strategy requires both server and client
sides modification.

To optimize the scheduling performance, a scheduler can
take into consideration three functions: content awareness, path225

awareness and protection method. Actually, a key characteris-
tic of video content is that packets have unequal importance.
In particular, there is a strong interdependency among video
frames in each Group of Pictures (GOP), which causes a com-
pressed video to be very sensitive to data loss. Each GOP con-230

sists of one initial Intra (I)-frame, several Predicted (P)-frames,
and possibly Bidirectional (B)-frames. While an I frame is
encoded without reference to any other video frames, but a P
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frame is encoded with reference to previous I or P frames, and
a B frame is encoded with reference to both immediate pre-235

vious and forward I or P frames. Therefore, in the decoding
process, the loss of some frames may preclude a proper decod-
ing, specifically in the miss of I frames. To ensure receiving of I
frames at user, one solution is prioritizing packets and transmit-
ting them over different network paths based on paths’ quality.240

This way, it is possible to meet real-time deadlines, circum-
venting path heterogeneity issues, and improve QoE. Also, a
content-aware scheduling strategy could utilize stronger packet
protection for higher priority packets.

Table 1 shows which scheduler functions are used for each245

of related work. In our work, all those three essential functions
are considered. This way, our proposed packet scheduler strat-
egy prioritizes packets by making the scheduler aware of the
video content, and protects packets using duplication method
and assigning the best-qualified paths for packet distribution.250

Among the related research summarized in Table 1,
MPRTP [26] is the most similar solution to our work since it
considers video data content and network condition for traffic
splitting as well as packet protection technique to decrease data
loss rate. However, our approach differs from MPRTP in a se-255

ries of aspects. For instance, MPRTP monitors and controls
network metrics, and as a result, paths are categorized in dif-
ferent conditions based on the packet loss information. Differ-
ently, in CAPA, we propose to model the path condition esti-
mation problem as a three-state Markov model, and in order to260

define the path condition state, several metrics such as one-way
delay, packet loss rate, the standard deviation of one-way de-
lay, the weighted moving average of one-way delay, are used.
After paths’ condition estimation, while MPRTP only priori-
tize I packets among others to transmit through the best path265

(non-congested), CAPA has different priority levels of I, NI,
and P packets as well as different packet scheduling strategies.
For example, I and/or NI packets are transmitted through the
best path, and P packets may be discarded to reduce congestion
when the path is in bad condition (high congested networks).270

There is also packet duplication to protect I or/and NI packets
when the network path is lossy or congested. Instead of dupli-
cation, MPRTP utilizes retransmission technique while priori-
tizing I packets. For more details and background, we direct
the interested reader to a recent holistic literature survey of mul-275

tipath wireless video streaming [25].

3. Advancing MMT for multipath wireless video streaming

3.1. Multipath MMT System Model
A diagram overview of the proposed multipath MMT system280

considered in this paper is presented in Figure 2. The goal of
this system is to achieve a high-quality video streaming solution
for the MMT protocol by adopting scheduling strategies consid-
ering path conditions and video content features. This system
is completely defined at the application layer. We define a uni-285

cast video transmission system considering the multipath data
transmission of a single video flow over multiple access net-
works. Each network is modeled as an independent end-to-end

Table 1: State of the art comparison. More details can be found in [25].
Applied protocol Work Compatability Scheduler function

RTP MPRTP [26] Server and Client
content-aware,
path-aware,
Protection methods

Houze et al. [27] Client
path-aware,
Protection methods

DASH Go et al. [28] Server and Client
path-aware,
Protection methods

MMT Sohn et al. [29] Server and Client Protection methods

QUIC QUIC-FEC [30] Server and Client
path-aware,
Protection methods

GreenBag [31] Client
path-aware,
Protection methodsOther adaptive

streaming
approaches MP-H2 [33] Client

path-aware,
Protection methods

communication path, and UDP is employed to transmit video
data.290

At the sender side, there are different modules, namely
parser, feedback RX, scheduler, and packet TX. First, each
video packet is handled by the parser module to extract the
frame type of video content. This information would be in-
formed to the scheduler module and later would be used for295

path decisions by it. Additionally, feedback RX module re-
ceives feedback packets periodically from the receiver. This
module discards the overdue received feedback packets and in-
forms the updated paths’ information to the scheduler. In se-
quence, the scheduler module evaluates the path metrics and300

uses them together with the frame type information to assign a
proper path for each video packet based on its own strategy. Fi-
nally, the packet TX module transmits the video packet through
the decided path.

At the receiver side, existing modules include packet RX,305

statistics, feedback TX, reassemble, decoder, renderer. After
receiving packets by the packet RX module, statistics (such
as goodput, average delay, number of lost packets, and jitter)
should be generated via the statistics module periodically (af-
ter each predefined time interval) in order to monitor the qual-310

ity of the transmission paths. This information should be sent
to the sender in a feedback packet by assembling Reception
Quality Feedback (RQF) and Network Abstraction for Media
Feedback (NAMF) signaling messages defined in MMT stan-
dard [20]. Since feedback information is very important and315

has a high effect on the sender scheduler decision, it is neces-
sary to send it over the best path. For this reason, a scheduler is
implemented at the receiver side as well. If the received pack-
ets by the packet RX module are not overdue, then they would
be sent to the reassembler module to reassemble the encoded320

video bitstream, and consequently, to the decoder module for
error concealment and decoding. Finally, the decoded video is
ready to display by the video renderer module.

3.2. Video Parsing

As previously explained in Section 2, understanding the325

frame type of each video packet content and considering this
information in scheduling strategy helps to choose the frame
packets with higher priority to transmit through more qualified
paths or to protect them during transmission. In our multipath
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Figure 4: Structure of ISOBMFF file for a fragmented video sequence (source:
adapted from [20]).

MMT system, the parser module is responsible for extracting330

the frame type information of each MMT video packet content
by accessing the ISOBMFF structure of the fragmented video
and parsing the first bits of each fragment. The ISOBMFF
structure of a fragmented video sequence is shown in Figure 4.
As it is shown in this figure, the MPU metadata consists of335

‘ftyp’, ‘mmpu’, and ‘moov’ boxes. It can also contain any other
boxes that are applied to the whole MPU. Fragment metadata
consists of ‘moof’ box and ‘mdat’ box header. The video data
is then split into multiple data units of MFU in ‘mdat’ box.
Therefore, the parser module, implemented in this work, looks340

for the ‘moof’ box and with this information, it reaches to the
content of fragment, which is stored in the ‘mdat’ box, and
then it can access to the frame type information available there.
This information is sent to the scheduler to be used for path
decision.345

3.3. Content-aware and path-aware scheduling proposal

An overview of the proposed scheduler module architecture
is presented in Figure 3. This proposed scheduler module is350

composed of four sub-modules: traffic splitter, path estimator,
discarder and content-aware path assignment arbiter.

Traffic splitter utilizes feedback information to properly split
the video traffic, deal successfully with each path capacity and
its current conditions in order to avoid either congestion net-355

work situation or resource underutilization, and to perform load
balancing. Therefore, for each feedback information received
as input, traffic splitter applies the adaptive traffic split scheme
proposed in Subsection 3.3.1 to assign a packet rate to each
path. The process of this proposed adaptive traffic split scheme360

is depicted in the flowchart of Figure 5.
Path estimator also uses the feedback information to adap-

tively classifies each path condition as good, mild/lossy, or bad
by following the scheme described in Subsection 3.3.2.. A path
is classified as good, mild, or bad when it is under congestion,365

and it is estimated as lossy when the channel has burst wireless
losses due to wireless errors (e.g., noise or interface). The pro-
cess of the proposed path estimation is detailed in the flowchart
of Figure 7.

When the path is in mild or bad condition, the probability of370

losing packets is high due to network congestion. Therefore,
a discard strategy, described in Subsection 3.3.3, is defined to
apply on the input data to find a packet discard rate for each
path. This strategy avoids sending packets that would probably
be lost, and this way decreases the congestion. However, when375

a path is in lossy condition, there is no need to apply the dis-
card strategy. The process of the proposed discard strategy is
summarized in Figure 8.

Finally, the content-aware path assignment arbiter receives
all the calculated information by modules above; the packet380

rate, the packet discard rate, and paths’ conditions. Then, it
applies the defined content-aware strategy to decide the best
path for each packet considering its content importance. In this
work, I frame packets are the most important ones, and after
that, packets of n frames close to the I frame (NI frames) are385

considered as important packets due to their effect on the video
quality [34]. Our proposed content-aware strategy follows the
rules described in Subsection 3.3.4 and illustrated as a flowchart
in Figure 9. The mathematical notations used throughout this
work are summarized in Table 2.390

3.3.1. Adaptive video traffic split
The proposed video traffic split strategy is illustrated in Fig-
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Table 2: Definition of parameters.
Symbol Definition
N total number of transmission paths
bwp maximum bandwidth of path p [kbps]
delayp minimum delay of path p [ms]
gpp goodput of path p [Kbps]
dp average one-way delay of path p [ms]
GDDp GDD (goodput-division-delay) of path p
λp the packet rate split factor for path p
P a matrix of transition probabilities among the

states
pi j transition probability from each state (i) to state (j)
C a weighted matrix to store ci j

ci j the number of transitions from each state (i) to
state (j)

dp,wma,cur current weighted moving average of one-way de-
lay of path p

dp,wma,pre previous weighted moving average of one-way de-
lay of path p

σdp,cur current standard deviation of one-way delay of
path p

σdp,pre previous standard deviation of one-way delay of
path p

Tl packet loss rate threshold [%]
Td one-way delay threshold [ms]
Dp highest one-way delay of path p [ms]
Lp packet loss rate of path p

ure 5 and is based on a goodput-division-delay (GDD) metric.
Scheduler calculates GDD for each path after receiving each
feedback packet as GDDp =

gpp

dp
. The packet rate split factor395

for each path (λp) is then calculated as

λp =
GDDp

N∑
i=1

GDDp

, (1)

As an initial estimation, when feedback packets were not yet
received by the scheduler, λp is computed as

λp =

bwp

delayp

N∑
i=1

bwp

delayp

, (2)400

Therefore, higher packet rate is assigned to the path with
higher goodput and lower one-way delay. Another solution
considering resource availability is defined in [35].

3.3.2. Estimation of path condition
We propose to model the path condition estimation problem405

as a three-state Markov model where each state represents one
path condition: Good Condition (GC), Mild/Lossy Condition
(MC/Lossy) and Bad Condition (BC), as shown in Figure 6.
In this model, Matrix P and C are dynamically calculated by
scheduler after receiving each feedback packet. Matrix P con-410

sists of transition probabilities among the three path states and
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Figure 5: Flowchart of adaptive video traffic split strategy.
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Figure 6: Three-state Markov model used for estimation of path condition.

Matrix C is used to store the number of transitions from each
state i to state j (ci j). Following [36], the elements of matrix P
are computed by the following equation:

pi j =
ci j + 1

N∑
j=1

ci j + N

, (3)415

Two thresholds are defined to determine paths’ condition
states: Td for one-way delay and Tl for packet loss rate. In
this work, Td is set as 50 milliseconds following recommenda-
tion in [37], which is the maximum delay to reach high video
quality. Tl is set as 2% inspired by the work in [38]. Chow420

et al. [38] proposed a multipath streaming scheme (EMS) com-
bined with FEC (Forward Error Correction) scheme. The work
states that the packet loss rate should be less than 1% for H.264
video encoding in order to guarantee high quality real-time live
video streaming. Since FEC is not used in this work, this limit425
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was slightly increased to 2%.
The following two metrics, specified in [39], were also com-

puted and used in this work:

dp,wma,cur =
31
32

. dp,wma,pre +
1

32
. dp (4)

σdp,cur =
15
16

. σdp,pre +
1

16
. |dp − dp,wma,cur | (5)430

Then, following rules are defined to estimate paths’ condi-
tions using combination of the two thresholds (Td and Tl) and
two computed metrics (dp,wma,cur and σdp,cur ):

• Path is in GC state if Dp ≤ Td && Lp ≤ Tl;

• Path is in MC/Lossy state if Dp ≤ Td && Lp > Tl;435

• Path is in BC state if Dp > Td ‖ dp > dp,wma,cur +
σdp,cur

2 .

The flowchart in Figure 7 illustrates the process of the path
conditions estimation strategy.

3.3.3. Discard strategy
We propose to discard a rate of packets from sending440

that will probably be either overdue or dropped, as shown
in Figure 8. In the proposed discard strategy, the transi-
tion probabilities computed according to Eq. (3) are used and
updated the path packet rate split factor λp in the following way:

445

• if the path is in MC/Lossy, it is important to consider the
path history in order to verify if there is a higher probabil-
ity of moving to GC or to BC. The last computed objective
metrics are compared with the metrics received in the pre-
vious feedback message. If the number of lost packets, jit-450

ter and delay have increased, then the probability of mov-
ing to BC is higher and λp is updated as λp = λp .(1−pMB),
where pMB is the probability of transition from MC to BC.
Otherwise, it means that the path congestion condition is
improving, or it is only a lossy channel. Therefore, no455

packet will be discarded;

• if the path is in BC, then λp = λp . (1− pBB), where pBB is
the probability of being in BC and staying in BC state.

Another solution defined in [40] is estimating of packet dis-
play deadline and discarding ones that have no chance to arrive460

in time.

3.3.4. Adding content-aware protection
We here detail the proposed content-aware scheme to show

how it protects I and NI frame packets. The flowchart in Fig-
ure 9 presents the process of the proposed content-aware pro-465

tection strategy. While the protection scheme is not applied to
P packets transmitted according to all the rules specified in pre-
vious subsections, I or NI packets are protected by duplication
and/or rerouting according to the following rules specified for
the scenario with two communication paths:470
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Figure 7: Flowchart of paths’ conditions estimation strategy.

• if both paths are in GC, then no packet will be duplicated,
and the bitrate split factors computed according to Eq. (1)
for each path will be used.

• if one path is in GC and the other path is in MC/Lossy or
BC, then all I packets will be sent only through the path in475

GC;

• if one path is in MC/Lossy and the other path is in BC
or both paths are either in BC or MC/Lossy, then all I
packets will be duplicated and sent through both paths;

The same rules are applied for NI frame packets, except they480

are duplicated only when both paths are in MC/Lossy. Note
that none of I or NI packets would be discarded, and discard
strategy only applies on P packets.
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Figure 8: Flowchart of discard strategy.

4. Performance evaluation

We provide simulation results to evaluate the efficacy of the485

proposed CAPA by carrying out ns-3 simulations. We com-
pare the performance of CAPA with the following multipath
scheduling strategies:

• Path-aware scheduling strategy (PA). PA refers to
CAPA, while content-aware is disabled. Such a result490

comparison makes clear how much content-aware protec-
tion contributes to the overall performance gain.

• Evenly split scheduling strategy (ES). ES is a simple
scheduling strategy that distributes packets evenly through
both paths. It should be noted that, although ES is a simple495

scheduling strategy, it benefits from the network multipath
capabilities and improve the total achieved goodput.

In the following, we first explain the evaluation methodol-
ogy that includes the environment and simulation setup, video
sequences, and key performance indicators, which are used to500

evaluate the user-perceived streaming video quality. Then, we
describe different simulation scenarios, such as congested and
wireless lossy network situations, together with evaluation re-
sult discussion. We also evaluate our proposed strategy when it
competes with another MMT flow for fairness support. Finally,505

we conclude remarks.
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Figure 9: Flowchart of content-aware strategy.

4.1. Methodology

4.1.1. Simulation setup
We simulated our proposed CAPA implementing a ns-3

DCE [41] model. In our evaluation environment, as shown in510

Figure 10, our multipath simulation setup comprises LTE and
WiFi wireless networks, which are implemented by the LTE
and WiFi modules available in the ns-3 simulation library. We
chose these two network connections because this is the most
common setup for today’s mobile devices. The main chal-515

lenge of this work is different path specifications and hetero-
geneity to properly split video traffic and provide load balanc-
ing. For the LTE path, based on [42], bwp and delayp are de-
fined, respectively, as 18.3 Mbps and 15 milliseconds (ms). The
802.11n/5GHz model is chosen for the WiFi path with bwp and520

delayp, respectively, as 54 Mbps and 10 ms [43, 44]. In or-
der to turn the simulation setup more real, based on different
network scenarios, the ns-3 channel rate (random) error model
with choosing “Packet” option for ErrorUnit and Burst Error
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Figure 10: Evaluation environment where a sender video server uses multiple
paths to stream video to a receiver smartphone.

Model available in the ns-3 simulation library are employed525

to capture the effects of noisy wireless channels. The packet
loss rate values are set later based on different network scenar-
ios. In addition, downlink and uplink background traffics are
also added generating, respectively, by the server and network
nodes. Background traffic condition detail is also explained530

later based on the different network scenarios.

4.1.2. Video sequences
We have selected a broad range of sequences including car-

toon (Elephants Dream, Big Buck Bunny and Sintel) and nat-
ural scene (Meridian, and LIVE) which are the movies with535

motion, details and very tough colors. The LIVE video se-
quence is a concatenated of nine short videos available in Image
& Video Engineering (LIVE) Laboratory1; AirShow, AsianFu-
sion, Chimera1102347, Chimera1102353, ElFuenteDance, El-
FuenteMask, Skateboarding, Soccer, and Sparks.540

All the video sequences are encoded with the same proper-
ties. For example, all have 1920×1080 resolution and 15,000
total number of frames. The GOP size is of 16 frames, and the
employed GOP structure is IPPPP...P. The H.264/AVC JM Ref-
erence Software [45] is used as the encoding tool, and the MP4545

fragmentation procedures are done by the GPAC MP4BOX [46]
tool. Decoding and error concealment are performed with FFm-
peg [47]. These all sequences are encoded with the same source
bitrate of 4 Mbps.

The video original PSNR values (PSNR value without losing550

any packet) are shown in Table 3 ordered from the highest to the
lowest value. As expected, we can see that videos have differ-
ent original qualities due to the different content of each video.
However, all of them have enough quality for video transmis-
sion above 40 dB. In this work, only the initial 3 P frames in the555

GOP were considered as NI frames. Therefore, the remaining

1http://live.ece.utexas.edu/research/Quality/index.htm

Table 3: Original PSNRs and packets distribution according to frame type for
video sequences encoded with 4 Mbps.

Vide sequence Original
PSNR [dB]

I packets
[%]

NI packets
[%]

P packets
[%]

Meridian 52.35 32.04 16.93 51.03
Sintel 50.86 18.88 18.70 62.42
Elephants Dream 47.07 25.38 17.15 57.47
LIVE 43.60 23.99 18.75 57.26
Big Buck Bunny 42.95 41.20 10.98 47.82

Table 4: Original PSNRs and packets distribution according to frame type for
video sequences encoded with 3 and 5 Mbps.

Video
sequence

Encoding
Rate [Mbps]

Original
PSNR [dB]

I packets
[%]

NI packets
[%]

P packets
[%]

3 51.1 33.51 16.66 49.83Meridian 5 53.34 30.84 17.09 52.07
3 41.72 42.20 14.54 43.26Big Buck

Bunny 5 44.02 41.17 15.14 43.69

13 frames in each GOP are regular P frames. This table also
shows the distribution of I, NI, and P packets.

We also encoded Meridian and Big Buck Bunny with source
bitrates of 3 and 5 Mbps for a specific scenario explained in560

Section 4.2.1. We selected these two video sequences because
they have respectively the highest and the lowest PSNRs when
encoded with source bitrate of 4 Mbps. Table 4 shows the video
original PSNR values related to each of these encoding rates
and also distribution of I, NI, and P packets where NI = 3.565

Note that video encoded with higher rate has larger PSNR as
it is clearly shown in Table 3 together with Table 4. For exam-
ple, Meridian with bitrates of 3, 4, and 5 has 51.1, 52.35, and
53.34 dB respectively. Similarly, Big Buck Bunny with bitrates
of 3, 4, and 5 has 41.72, 42.95, and 44.02 dB, respectively.570

4.1.3. Key performance indicators
We evaluate our experimental results in terms of QoS met-

rics, including delay, packet loss rate, and goodput in order to
evaluate performance from the network perspective. Moreover,
we also evaluate our experimental results in terms of QoE met-575

rics, including PSNR, and SSIM to evaluate video quality.
The system architecture for performance evaluation consid-

ering objective metrics is shown in Figure 11. In this figure,
in order to provide the distorted video to compute PSNR and
SSIM, we developed a C++ application, namely MMT-MP4580

parser. MMT-MP4 parser has access to the MP4 atom structure
and fills the lost packets’ positions with zeroes in the original
MP4 file according to the packet losses information on the re-
ceive. After that, the FFmpeg error concealment method is re-
sponsible for trying to repair the corrupted missy bitstream, and585

consequently, reconstruct the decoded video (distorted YUV
video). Finally, PSNR and SSIM are computed between the
original and the distorted YUV videos.

4.2. Different network scenarios

Here, we first discuss the performance of our proposed590

CAPA in different network situations; congested network sce-
nario and wireless lossy network scenario. These common net-
work situations cause burst packet losses in the network, and
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Figure 11: System architecture for performance evaluation in this paper - ob-
jective video quality metrics.

consequently, the receiver may not receive a sufficient number
of packets to properly decode the video. Therefore, these net-595

work situations could have a severe adverse effect on the per-
ceived video quality. Then, we evaluate the fairness support of
proposed CAPA when it competes with another MMT flow.

4.2.1. Congested network scenario
In this scenario, we vary background traffic to make conges-600

tion in the network in order to observe the response of the pro-
posed CAPA strategy. Besides dynamic background traffic, the
ns-3 channel random error is also used in order to capture the
effects of noisy wireless channels. Related work [48] assumes
loss rate values of 1% for the WiFi path and 0.1% for the LTE605

path. However, due to the results of our simulations where se-
quence losses for WiFi become extremely high, we opted to
reduce the maximum random loss rate to 0.5%, which is still a
realistic assumption.

After explaining the background traffic model in the rest,610

we discuss the performance of our proposed scheduler under
the defined congested network scenario in two different cases;
first, where all sequences are encoded with the same bitrate
of 4 Mbps. Then, where sequences have different video bitrates.

615

Background traffic condition. Evaluation considering differ-
ent background traffic models has been one of the main chal-
lenges to be addressed. For a broad and sound evaluation, the
background traffic conditions to be explored should cover most
of the potential real cases while being able to evaluate the per-620

formance of the scheduling strategy.
In this scenario, downlink background traffic is generated by

the server and initially set as 70% of full link capacity for both
paths. On the other hand, the uplink background traffic is gen-
erated by the network nodes and set as 10% of each full link625

capacity in accordance to real network scenarios where the up-
link traffic is smaller than the downlink traffic.

Variable downlink background traffic is illustrated in the top
of Figure 12. As illustrated in this figure, we have three net-
work congestion parts in our simulation; LTE congestion, WiFi630

congestion, LTE, and WiFi congestion. The first part of the
simulation, LTE congestion, is from 40 to 120 seconds of sim-
ulation time. During this period, the background traffic of only
the LTE path is increased up to completely (100%) saturating
the LTE channel while the background traffic of the WiFi is kept635

constant. For this purpose, after 40 seconds of simulation time,
the LTE background traffic is first increased to 85% of its full
link capacity, and then from 80 to 120 seconds, it is increased
to 100%.

In the second part, WiFi congestion, the opposite behav-640

ior is simulated and, from 200 to 400 seconds of simulation
time, the background traffic of the WiFi path is increased up to
completely (100%) saturating the WiFi channel while the back-
ground traffic of the LTE is kept constant. For this purpose, after
200 seconds of simulation time, the WiFi background traffic is645

first increased to 80% of its full link capacity, then from 240 to
280 seconds, it is increased to 85%, to 90% from 280 to 320
seconds, to 95% from 320 to 360 seconds, and finally to 100%
from 360 to 400 seconds.

In the last part, when both paths get congested, from 480 to650

600 seconds of simulation time, background traffic is increased
in both paths. For this purpose, the LTE background traffic is
increased to 75% from 480 t0 520 seconds, to 80% from 520 to
560 seconds, to 85% from 560 to 600 seconds. Simultaneously,
the WiFi background traffic is increased to 80% from 480 t0655

520 seconds, to 85% from 520 to 560 seconds, to 90% from
560 to 600 seconds of simulation time.

In this figure, we also define three background traffic levels;
normal, high, and very high background traffic. The path has
normal background traffic when its amount is around 65% to660

75% of full link capacity. It has high background traffic when
its amount is around 75% to 90% of full link capacity, and path
has very high background traffic when its amount is more than
90% of full link capacity. Therefore, one can note regarding
this proposed background traffic is that we considered extreme665

cases. Having very high background traffic is a rare network
situation and not a condition that happens all the time.

How does the proposed CAPA perform for constant bitrates
under congested network scenarios? To evaluate our pro-670

posed CAPA in this scenario, all sequences are encoded with
the same source bitrate of 4 Mbps and are also streaming with
the constant transmission bitrate of 4 Mbps in order to compare
results in the same network simulation scenario.

First, we check the fraction of total packets sent through the675

network for each scheduling strategy, depicted in the third col-
umn of Table 5. This information helps to understand how
each strategy works and further how they affect the network
and video quality performance. One can see is that the percent-
age of total packets sent according to CAPA strategy is higher680

than 100% for all sequences, which means it is higher than the
number of associated video packets. The reason is mainly du-
plication. In CAPA, while some packets with low priority are
discarded to reduce congestion, the packets with high priority
would be rerouted or even duplicated to ensure reliable data de-685

livery during the congestion network. Duplication for protect-
ing packets has the cost of sending more packets through the
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Figure 12: LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Elephants Dream packets for
the defined background traffic according to the different scheduling strategies;
the proposed CAPA, PA, and ES, under congested network scenario.

network. It is important to highlight that high priority frames
have a higher number of packets than low priority ones. Note
that the content of video always affects on the performance and690

the amount of duplication.
In contrast to CAPA, as shown in Table 5, the percentage of

total packets sent according to PA strategy is less than 100%
or all sequences, which means less than the number of video
packets. It is due to this fact that PA discards some packets at695

the sender to reduce congestion (and there is no duplication).
Regarding ES strategy, the percentage of total packets sent is
100% or all sequences, which is the same as the number of
video packets due to there is neither any discard nor any dupli-
cation.700

Goodput. The goodput performance according to different
strategies for all tested video sequences have the same behav-
ior. Here, for instance, Figure 12 shows the LTE, WiFi and total
(joint) goodput for Elephants Dream sequence under congested
network scenario according to the different scheduling strate-705

gies; CAPA, PA, and ES. In order to facilitate readers tracking
the network condition, the defined background traffic is also
shown in Figure 12 top of the goodputs.

Figure 12 represents a more stable and higher total achieved
goodput for proposed CAPA compared to PA and ES distribu-710

tion. One should be noted is that CAPA can clearly provide
load balancing, achieve a properly higher inherent capacity of
the WiFi path and keep a stable total goodput of 4 Mbps when
LTE or WiFi are congested by switching traffic among paths.
However, in the last part of the network, where both paths get715

congested, goodput is decreased. This decrease is not only be-
cause of network congestion but also because of the applied
packet discard strategy, which discards a rate of packets from
sending to avoid further congestion. One important note is that
the discard strategy is only applied on the low priority packets.720

Moreover, the content-aware packet protection method protects
the high priority packets by duplicating or rerouting.

Figure 12 also illustrates the total achieved goodput accord-
ing to PA strategy. Similar to CAPA, PA can also execute load
balancing, achieve a higher inherent capacity of the WiFi path725

and keep a stable total goodput of 4 Mbps through all simula-
tion, except for the last part where both paths get congested.
One can note is that the goodput reduction in the last part of the
network according to PA strategy is more than goodput reduc-
tion at the same time according to CAPA strategy. This is due730

to this fact that the discard strategy is applied on all types of
packets (blindly and without considering the video packet con-
tent priority), and there is no content-aware strategy to protect
high priority packets.

Regarding ES distribution, one observation is that Figure 12735

is that when there is a normal background, video traffic is
equally divided between LTE and WiFi. Therefore, each chan-
nel has a goodput of 2 Mbps and the total goodput is 4 Mbps.
Then, when LTE gets heavily congested, its goodput sharply
decreases due to packet losses, and the total goodput (2 Mbps)740

achieved in this period is only due to packets transmitted over
WiFi. In the second congested part of the simulation, WiFi gets
congested, and since inherent WiFi capacity is higher than LTE,
congestion is better handled for a while. However, with con-
gestion increasing, then the WiFi goodput decreases to almost745

zero. Finally, in the last part, where both paths get congested,
the goodput reduction is noticeable. This behavior of ES is due
to a lack of any path-aware or content-aware strategy.
Packet loss rate. Table 5 shows the effectiveness of the pro-
posed scheduling strategy to decrease the loss rate in CAPA750

compared to PA and ES scheduling strategies. The results show
that CAPA decreases the total loss rate, respectively, by up to
31.82%, and 78.96% compared to the PA and ES. There is also
better protection for both of I and NI frame packets according
to CAPA compared to PA and ES. CAPA decreases the I frame755

packet loss rate, respectively, by up to 65.33%, and 91.3%
compared to the PA and ES, and decreases the NI frame packet
loss rate, respectively, by up to 42.59%, and 78.7% compared
to the PA and ES. Noting that, due to different content of videos
previously mentioned in Table 3, Big Buck Bunny, the one with760

the highest percentage of I frame packets, also has the most I
packet losses in all compared conditions.

Table 5 also shows the proposed scheduling strategy gains
better protection of I and NI frame packets. For all sequences,
the I and NI frame packet loss rate over the total packet loss765
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Table 5: Comparison results between different scheduling strategies for video sequences encoded with the same bitrate of 4 Mbps under congested network scenario.

Video sequence Scheduling
strategy

Total packets
sent [%]

Total packet
loss rate [%]

I packet
loss rate [%]

NI packet
loss rate [%] Delay [%] PSNR [dB] SSIM

CAPA 100.97 4.30 0.91 0.73 - 42.28 ± 15.15 0.961± 0.063
PA 99.70 4.72 1.23 0.82 -2.7 38.56 ± 16.48 0.938 ± 0.092Meridian
ES 100 17.87 6 3.18 -10 35.08 ± 20.12 0.868 ± 0.177

CAPA 100.13 3.62 0.26 0.66 - 39.80 ± 16.10 0.944 ± 0.096
PA 99.58 4.86 0.75 1.02 0 36.31 ± 17.07 0.921 ± 0.116Sintel
ES 100 17.21 3 3.10 -7.6 33.92 ± 19.25 0.874 ± 0.181

CAPA 101.20 4.52 1.24 0.67 - 37.0 ± 14.10 0.922± 0.104
PA 97.52 6.19 1.85 1.03 0 32.75± 14.55 0.892± 0.129Elephants Dream
ES 100 17.25 5.23 2.46 -7.5 30.0 ± 17.00 0.819 ± 0.212

CAPA 100.97 4.33 0.59 0.98 - 34.43± 16.10 0.919 ± 0.104
PA 99.62 5.12 1.18 1.01 0 30.44±17.07 0.885 ± 0.139LIVE
ES 100 17.23 4.28 3.37 -7.7 28.34 ± 14.60 0.839 ± 0.176

CAPA 109.97 4.22 1.03 0.92 - 34.25±11.57 0.910 ± 0.107
PA 99.03 6.19 2.14 1.03 0 31.44±12.75 0.880±0.131Big Buck Bunny
ES 100 17.68 7.06 2.56 -5.12 29.15±15.30 0.819±0.202

rate decreases. For instance, for Meridian, according to our
proposed scheduling strategy, total lost packets are 4.30% (of
total sent packets), and 1.64% of these losses are I and NI
losses (0.91%+0.73%), which corresponds to 38.13% of the
total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total770

lost packets are 4.72% and 2.06% of these losses are I and NI
losses (1.23%+0.82%), which corresponds to 43.64% of the to-
tal losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost
packets are 17.87% and 9.18% of these losses are I and NI
losses (6% + 3.18%), which corresponds to 51.37% of the total775

losses. Therefore, the rate is reduced from 43.64% to 38.13%
compared to PA, and from 51.37% to 38.13% compared to ES.
Delay. Seventh column of Table 5 shows CAPA average one-
way delay reduction of non-overdue packets compared to the
alternative scheduling strategies; PA and ES. In this column,780

the larger the negative values, the performance is better. The
results clearly indicate that our proposed CAPA efficiently en-
ables a better adjustment compared to ES by balancing the bi-
trate distribution and the discard strategy. However, CAPA does
not always have delay reduction compared to PA because actu-785

ally, the packets are not lost, meaning that we have a priority.
The priority is to increase the quality of the perceived quality
(measured by PSNR and SSIM). This way, CAPA reduced the
number of packets, which would be lost in PA.

Regarding the objective video quality metrics results, the790

PSNR and SSIM values of Table 5 attest to our objective of
improving the QoE of end-users by employing our scheduling
strategy.
PSNR. The results in Table 5 show that the proposed CAPA im-
proves significantly the average video PSNR, respectively, by795

up to 4.25 dB (12.97%), and 7.22 dB (20.58%) compared to
PA and ES. This is due to proper load balancing and considering
path conditions together with video packet contents to transmit
packets and perform packet protection. The differences in mea-
sured quality results are caused by the different amount of tex-800

ture, details, action, etc. Furthermore, the standard deviation of
PSNR shows that CAPA has less PSNR variation compared to
other strategies for all sequences leading to more stable video
quality for users.

To have a more detail view of the PSNR results, the PSNR805

values from Elephants Dream sequence, as an example, for all
video frames is depicted in Figure 13 according to defined net-
work congestion parts, shown in gray color, in terms of frame
number. For example, the LTE congestion part, which is from
40 to 120 seconds of simulation time, corresponds to frame810

numbers from 960 to 2889 of Elephants Dream sequence. One
can observe of this figure is that CAPA achieves apparently
higher PSNR values compared to PA and ES for all the three
network congestion parts. This is due to the higher achieved
goodput previously discussed and showed in Figure 13. Fur-815

thermore, while for the first and second parts of the simulation,
LTE or WiFi congestion, ES has the lowest values, but in the
last part, when both paths get congested, the PSNR values for
PA are the lowest, even less than ES. Mainly because of blindly
discard strategy applied on the packets by PA, which may dis-820

card even high priority packets (I and NI packets). Note that
there are PSNR variations for all three strategies even when
there is no network congestion compared to the original PSNR.
This is due to having random loss through all the simulation
time, while FEC is not applied in this work to MMT packets.825

SSIM. Table 5 shows that CAPA substantially outperforms
other strategies in improving the video SSIM and increases the
video SSIM, respectively, by up to 0.033 (3.78%), and 0.102
(12.54%) compared to PA and ES. Also, the standard deviation
of SSIM shows that CAPA has less SSIM variation compared830

to other strategies for all sequences providing more stable video
quality for users.
How does the proposed CAPA perform for different video
bitrates under congested network scenarios? Here, we have
some experiments to check the behavior of our proposed CAPA835

for different video bitrates in our defined congested network
scenario, but it is not the propose of this work to determine for
each sequence what is the best. For this scenario, sequences are
encoded with the source bitrates of 3 and 5 Mbps and packets
are distributed on the network, respectively, with the constant840

transmission bitrates of 3 and 5 Mbps in order to fit fewer pack-
ets or more packets in the same simulation time.

The fourth column of Table 6, similar to what depicted in
Table 5, shows the percentage of total packets sent through the
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Figure 13: PSNR values from Elephants Dream sequence according to the dif-
ferent scheduling strategies compared to original PSNR; CAPA, PA, and ES,
under congested network scenario.

network for each scheduling strategy. But differently, it is mea-845

sured from Meridian and Big Buck Bunny sequences with dif-
ferent source bitrates of 3 and 5 Mbps. To analyze the measured
values in the table, it is important to note that encoded video
with higher bitrate has a higher number of packets too. For
example, Meridian has 163839, 215080, and 2666618 num-850

ber of packets, respectively, for videos with bitrates of 3, 4
and 5 Mbps. Video qualities are also respectively 51.1, 52.35,
and 53.34 dB. Similarly, Big Buck Bunny has 166137, 215912,
and 265858 number of packets, respectively, for videos with
bitrates of 3, 4 and 5 Mbps and video qualities are also respec-855

tively 41.77, 42.95, and 44.02 dB. The number of packets mat-
ters because having fewer video packets means sending fewer
data through the network, having less congestion, and conse-
quently, fewer losses. In contrast, having more video packets
means sending more data through the network, having more860

congestion, and consequently, more losses, which could de-
crease perceived video quality. Furthermore, CAPA duplicates
more packets when there is high congestion in the network to
protect them. Therefore, it is possible to see this fact in the
table that the total packets sent according to CAPA strategy865

for 5 Mbps encoded Big Buck Bunny and Meridian is notably
higher than the total packets sent according to CAPA strategy
for 3 Mbps encoded.

Goodput. Figure 14 shows the goodput performance of dif-
ferent scheduling strategies for Meridian sequence with bitrate870

of 5 Mbps through our network environment with such defined
extreme cases of background traffic to emphasize the sched-
uler behavior when transmitting high data. We chose this se-
quence because it has the highest number of packets (2666618)
among our sequences. Generally, the behavior of strategies ob-875

tained for Meridian sequence with bitrate of 5 Mbps are very
similar to what obtained for Elephants Dream with bitrate of
4 Mbps, which we explained previously in Section 4.2.1 and

Figure 14: LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Meridian packets for the
defined background traffic according to the different scheduling strategies; the
proposed CAPA, PA, and ES, under congested network scenario.

illustrated in Figure 12. The difference here is that the network
gets more congested due to higher data transmission. However,880

yet, CAPA outperforms other scheduling strategies and could
achieve higher and more stable goodput compared to PA and
ES distribution.

Packet loss rate. Regarding loss results for video stream-
ing with source bitrate of 3, Table 6 shows the effectiveness885

of the proposed scheduling strategy to decrease loss rate in
CAPA compared to PA and ES scheduling strategies by up to
20.65%, and 87.22% respectively. Table 6 also shows better
protection of I packets for CAPA compared to PA and ES by up
to 25.39%, and 90.44% respectively, as well as better protect of890

NI packets for CAPA compared to PA and ES by up to 63.15%,
and 94.26% respectively.

Regarding loss results for video streaming with source bi-
trate of 5, CAPA outperforms ES scheduling strategy decreas-
ing the total loss rate, I and NI loss rate, respectively, by up to895

86.24%, 25.39%, and 90.44%, but it is not successful to outgo
PA strategy in total loss rate. However, it probably outperforms
I loss rate and this way could achieve the main objective of our
work, which is better-perceived video quality than PA. Actually,
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Table 6: Comparison results between different scheduling strategies for video sequences encoded with the bitrates of 3 and 5 Mbps under congested network
scenario.

Video sequence Encoding rate
[Mbps]

Scheduling
strategy

Total packets
sent [%]

Total packet
loss rate [%]

I packet
loss rate [%]

NI packet
loss rate [%] Delay [%] PSNR [dB] SSIM

CAPA 100.07 1.88 0.47 0.14 - 43.25±14.57 0.962±0.071
PA 100 2.04 0.63 0.38 0 40.19±16.66 0.942±0.092Meridian 3
ES 100 13.67 4.92 2.44 -2.70 38.11 ±19.43 0.892 ±0.165

CAPA 100.15 1.69 0.59 0.27 - 35.94±10.37 0.922±0.099
PA 100 2.13 0.79 0.33 0 33.06±11.88 0.891±0.130Big Buck Bunny 3
ES 100 13.23 5.01 2.48 -0.66 30.49 ±19.3 0.830±0.203

CAPA 102.28 10.54 2.2 2.19 - 39.63 ± 15.75 0.947 ±0.081
PA 97.94 9.04 2.5 1.47 +8.27 35.09 ±16.20 0.921 ±0.105Meridian 5
ES 100 19.72 6.46 3.44 +6.13 33.81±19.54 0.866 ±0.167

CAPA 103.79 11.45 2.22 3.43 - 32.39±12.77 0.883±0.137
PA 95.19 8.83 3.13 1.43 +8.18 30.27±13.53 0.853 ±0.168Big Buck Bunny 5
ES 100 19.44 7.51 2.9 +6.22 25.05 ±19.85 0.803±0.200

CAPA has different content-aware strategies to protect high pri-900

ority packets and based on them, it has the strongest protection
case for I frame packets. Therefore, having a higher loss rate
in this simulation is due to losing more P and NI frame pack-
ets. The I frame loss rate for CAPA in this simulation for Big
Buck Bunny is 2.22% while this value is 3.13% for PA strat-905

egy. Similarly, the I frame loss rate for CAPA in this simulation
for Meridian is 2.2% while this value is 2.5% for PA strategy.
Therefore, the content-aware protection method of CAPA prop-
erly protects I frame packets, and consequently, results in im-
proved video quality, even under worse network congestion, as910

shown by the PSNR and SSIM results in Table 6.

Delay. The eighth column of Table 6 shows CAPA average one-
way delay reduction of non-overdue packets compared to the al-
ternative scheduling strategies; PA and ES. Reminding this note
that video data packets arriving at the destination after decod-915

ing deadlines are expired and known as overdue packets. In this
table, the larger the negative values, the performance is better.
Regarding delay results for videos with a bitrate of 3, the results
indicate that our proposed CAPA efficiently enables a better
adjustment compared to ES to network conditions by balanc-920

ing the bitrate distribution and the discard strategy. However,
CAPA does not have delay reduction compared to PA. Regard-
ing delay results for videos with a bitrate of 5, CAPA is adding
some delay overall. Particularly, CAPA protects I frame pack-
ets utilizing duplication. Therefore, compared with PA and ES,925

which lack of packet duplication, CAPA receives more I frame
packets at the cost of higher delay. It is important to note that
even if the delay is higher the I frame packets arrive before the
deadline. Therefore, the extra delay does not impact the QoE.
The resulting trade-off is that while the overall network effi-930

ciency may be lower due to the more packets being transmit-
ted due to multipath duplication, the end-user benefits from the
increased video quality. For example, while I frame loss rate
for CAPA in this simulation for Big Buck Bunny is 2.22%, this
value is 3.13% and 7.51%, respectively, for PA and ES strategy.935

Similarly, the I frame loss rate for CAPA in this simulation for
Meridian is 2.2% while this value is 2.5% and 6.46%, respec-
tively, for PA and ES strategy. Therefore, the QoE does not
come free. There is always a trade-off, sending more traffic due
to packet duplication adds more delay because of adding more940

traffic into the buffers and network entities. The increased delay

Figure 15: PSNR values from Meridian sequence with bitrate of 5 Mbps
according to the different scheduling strategies compared to original PSNR;
CAPA, PA, and ES, under congested network scenario.

however in below the final deadlines.
PSNR and SSIM values of Table 4 attest to our objective of

improving the QoE of end-users by employing our scheduling
strategy.945

PSNR. Results in Table 4 show that CAPA improves the aver-
age video PSNR for video with bitrate of 3 Mbps, respectively,
by up to 3.06 dB (7.61%), and 5.45 dB (17.87%) compared to
PA and ES. The results also show that CAPA improves the aver-
age video PSNR for video with bitrate of 5 Mbps, respectively,950

by up to 3.33 dB (9.48%), and 7.34 dB (29.30%) compared to
PA and ES. Furthermore, the standard deviation of PSNR in the
table shows that CAPA can provide more stable video quality
for users.

To have a more detail view of the PSNR results, Figure 15955

shows the PSNR values from Meridian sequence, as an exam-
ple, with source bitrate of 5 Mbps for all video frames. The
results behavior obtained for this sequence is very similar to
what obtained for the sequence encoded with bitrate of 4 Mbps
previously explained and illustrated in Figure 13.960
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SSIM. Results show that CAPA improves the video SSIM for
video with bitrate of 3 Mbps, respectively, by up to 0.030
(3.367%), and 0.091 (10.96%) compared to PA and ES. The
results also show that CAPA improves the video SSIM for video
with bitrate of 5, respectively, by up to 0.019 (2.2%), and 0.080965

(9.96%) compared to the PA and ES. Additionally, the standard
deviation of SSIM shown in the table attests the more stable
video quality of CAPA strategy.

In order to conclude our discussion, we form it as reply of
two main questions; firstly, Could our proposed scheduler970

handle a sequence with more packets? Yes, results in Ta-
ble 6 for video with source bitrate of 5 Mbps show that not
only CAPA significantly outperforms PA and ES scheduling
strategies in improving the video PSNR and SSIM, but also it
can achieve PSNR and SSIM, respectively, 38.42 dB and 0.93975

for Meridian, PSNR and SSIM gain of, respectively, 32.39 dB
and 0.883 for Big Buck Bunny even in our environment with
such defined extreme cases of background traffic, which are
sufficient video quality. Secondly, is it worth to increase the
original video quality? Increasing the original video quality980

does not always improve the perceived video quality, especially
when the network is extremely congested. This is due to the
fact that higher quality has more packets, and consequently, in-
creases losses due to higher congestion in our environment with
the defined extreme background traffic - Table 7. Therefore,985

even if the original quality is higher but more quality would be
lost. Besides that, the original quality is important because, for
example, in our experiment, after adding 1 Mbps, the quality
does not change too much. Finally, when the original PSNRs
(qualities) are good enough, there is no reason to go higher with990

the initial quality.

Table 7: Comparison of original PSNR results with perceived video PSNR re-
sults from Meridian and Big Buck Bunny video sequences with bitrates of 3 and
5 Mbps according to CAPA.

Video sequence Encoding
Rate [Mbps]

Original
PSNR [dB]

PSNR
results [dB]

3 51.1 43.25
4 52.35 42.28Meridian
5 53.34 38.42
3 41.77 35.94
4 42.95 34.25Big Buck Bunny
5 44.02 32.39

4.2.2. Wireless lossy network scenario
In this scenario, while the background traffic is kept con-

stant in the whole simulation time, different wireless burst loss
conditions are defined for paths to observe the response of the995

scheduling strategy.
In the rest, we first explain the background traffic and wire-

less loss conditions in detail. Then, we discuss the performance
of our proposed scheduler under the defined wireless lossy net-
work scenario in terms of both QoS and QoE metrics.1000

Background traffic. In this scenario, constant downlink back-
ground traffic is set as 70% of full link capacity for both paths.
On the other hand, the constant uplink background traffic is

set as 10% of each full link capacity in accordance with real
network scenarios where the uplink traffic is smaller than the1005

downlink traffic. This explained background traffic is depicted
in Figure 16.
Wireless loss condition. In this scenario, the ns-3 burst er-
ror model was employed to capture the effects of burst packet
losses caused due to wireless error channels in the network in1010

order to observe the response of the scheduling strategy. Re-
lated work [49] assumes loss rates of 5% for the WiFi and 2%
for the LTE path. However, for most of our simulations and
most of our sequences, the losses for WiFi and LTE were too
high. Therefore, we kept the proportion between the loss rates1015

of WiFi and LTE but reduced to 1% for WiFi, and 0.4% for LTE.
Finally, we have defined three wireless loss parts in our simu-
lation; LTE lossy channel with a burst loss rate of 0.4%, WiFi
lossy channel with a burst loss rate of 1%, LTE and WiFi lossy
channels with burst loss rates of 0.4% and 1% respectively.1020

How does CAPA peform for constant video transmission
under wireless lossy network scenarios? To evaluate our pro-
posed CAPA in this scenario, all sequences are encoded with
the same source bitrate of 4 Mbps and also are transmitted with
a constant bitrate of 4 Mbps.1025

Table 8 shows the percentage of total packets sent through
the network for each scheduling strategy under wireless lossy
scenario. One observation is that, similar to congested network
scenarios presented in Table 5, the fraction of total packets sent
according to CAPA strategy is higher than 100% for all se-1030

quences due to the high amount of duplication. However, it is
noteworthy that generally no packet is dropped by the discard
strategy under lossy network scenarios under the CAPA strat-
egy. In fact, when the network is only lossy (not congested),
there is no need to discard any packet and CAPA properly iden-1035

tifies the lossy network situation. Another valuable observation
is that the percentage of total packets sent according to PA strat-
egy is 100% for all sequences, meaning that the number of sent
packets is equal to the number of video packets. This is due to a
similar discard strategy as in CAPA. As a last remark, we recall1040

that the actual video content affects both the performance and
the amount of duplication.
Goodput. The goodput performance according to different
strategies for all tested video sequences have the same behavior.
Here, we show it for Elephants Dream sequence in Figure 161045

for instance. This figure, similar to what depicted in Figure 12,
shows the LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput according to the
different scheduling strategies; CAPA, PA, and ES. However,
differently from Figure 12, it is under the wireless lossy sce-
nario. In order to facilitate readers tracking the network con-1050

dition, the defined background traffic for this scenario is also
shown in Figure 16 top of the goodputs.

Figure 16 illustrates that CAPA could gain higher and more
total goodput compared with PA and ES distribution, perform
load balancing and achieve a properly higher inherent capac-1055

ity of the WiFi. One can note in this scenario is about where
WiFi is lossy. The situation for WiFi lossy channel is so much
worse than the situation for LTE in the first lossy part of simula-
tion due to the much higher burst wireless loss rate. Therefore,
in the WiFi lossy part or where both paths are lossy, CAPA1060
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Figure 16: LTE, WiFi and total (joint) goodput for Elephants Dream packets
for the constant background traffic with burst wireless loss condition according
to the different scheduling strategies; the proposed CAPA, PA, and ES, under
wireless lossy network scenario.

duplicates many I and NI packets to ensure reliable delivery.
Figure 16 also illustrates the total achieved goodput according
to PA scheduling strategy. Although PA can keep a stable to-
tal goodput of 4 Mbps for the first part of LTE lossy channel,
in part of WiFi lossy channel, and in part of LTE and WiFi1065

lossy channels, it is losing too many packets, and consequently,
it has big goodput reduction. The reason is that PA does not
have a content-aware method and packet duplication compared
to CAPA. Regarding ES, one can observe of Figure 16 com-
pared to 16(c) is that PA is losing more packets in part of WiFi1070

lossy channel simulation due to higher data rate transmission
on WiFi in PA strategy.

Packet loss rate. Table 8 shows the effectiveness of the pro-
posed scheduling strategy to decrease the loss rate in CAPA
compared to PA and ES scheduling strategies. The results1075

show that CAPA reduces the total loss rate, respectively, by up
to 72.09%, and 58.2% compared to PA and ES. There is also
better protection of I packets according to CAPA compared to
PA and ES by up to 89.92%, and 85.26% respectively. More-
over, protection of NI packets according to CAPA compared to1080

PA and ES are by up to 89.28%, and 83.65% respectively.
The proposed CAPA provides better protection of I and NI

frame packets. For all sequences, the I and NI frame packet
loss rate over the total packet loss rate decreases. For instance,
for Meridian, according to our proposed scheduling strategy,1085

total lost packets are 4.09%, where 0.80% (0.38% +0.42%) of
these losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 19.55%
of the total losses. When PA scheduling strategy is applied, total
lost packets are 12.65%, and 5.86% (1.94%+3.92%) of these
losses are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 46.32% of the1090

total losses. When ES scheduling strategy is applied, total lost
packets are 8.47%, and 3.93% (1.35%+2.57%) of these losses
are I and NI losses, which corresponds to 46.39% of the total
losses. Therefore, the rate is reduced from 46.32% to 19.55%
compared to PA, and from 46.39% to 19.55% compared to ES.1095

Another observation of Table 8 is that PA has higher losses
and also higher I and NI losses compared to ES. This is mainly
because PA has higher losses when WiFi is lossy compared
to this part in ES. Goodput achievement of PA previously il-
lustrated in Figure 16(c) attests these higher losses and lower1100

goodput of PA compared to ES when WiFi is lossy. Yet an-
other point observing of Table 8 is that due to differences of the
video sequences previously mentioned and shown in Table 3,
Big Buck Bunny, the one with the highest percentage of I ad NI
frame packets, also has the most I and NI packet losses in all1105

compared conditions.
Delay. In this scenario, since the background traffic is constant
and in normal level during all simulation time, delay for most
of our simulations and most of our sequence is almost the same.
PSNR. PSNR results shown in Table 8 also attest to our ob-1110

jective of improving the QoE of end-users by employing our
scheduling strategy, this time under lossy network scenario.
The results show that CAPA improves the average video PSNR,
respectively, by up to 6.84 dB (20.30%), and 9.43 dB (30.32%)
compared to PA and ES. This is mainly because of the pro-1115

posed content-aware strategy and packet duplication. Further-
more, the standard deviation of PSNR in the table shows that
CAPA provides more stable video quality for users compared
to alternative strategies.

Similar to Figure 13, Figure 17 shows the PSNR values from1120

Elephants Dream sequence, as an example, for all video frames,
but differently, under wireless lossy network scenario. One can
observe is that PA could only achieve proper PSNR values when
LTE is lossy, and it almost completely degrading for the second
and third lossy parts due to the high WiFi loss rate. The PSNR1125

resulting QoE for ES would be very low almost completely de-
grading the sequence in all three defined parts of wireless lossy
conditions. Even in this challenging scenario, our proposed
strategy was able to keep the QoE in higher levels while op-
timizing the total network goodput.1130

SSIM. Besides PSNR, the SSIM values, shown in Table 8, also
attest to our objective of improving the QoE of end-users by
employing our scheduling strategy. CAPA substantially out-
performs other strategies in improving the video SSIM, respec-
tively, by up to 0.100 (12.72%), and 0.113 (14.23%) compared1135

to PA and ES. Furthermore, the standard deviation of SSIM
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Table 8: Comparison results between different scheduling strategies for video sequences encoded with the same bitrate of 4 Mbps under wireless lossy network
scenario.

Video sequence Scheduling
strategy

Total packets
sent [%]

Total packet
loss rate [%]

I packet
loss rate [%]

NI packet
loss rate [%] PSNR [dB] SSIM

CAPA 105.23 4.09 0.38 0.42 40.53 ±16.11 0.943±0.086
PA 100 12.65 1.94 3.92 33.69±19.61 0.865 ±0.157Meridian
ES 100 8.47 1.35 2.57 31.09 ±19.12 0.857±0.146

CAPA 104.63 4.5 0.25 0.46 38.17±17.90 0.914±0.125
PA 100 12.23 2.27 2.42 33.07±20.13 0.846 ±0.178Sintel
ES 100 8.14 1.56 1.56 30.71±19.37 0.836±0.165

CAPA 105.94 4.0 0.35 0.37 35.15±14.87 0.903 ±0.121
PA 100 12.39 2.94 2.13 29.25±15.88 0.833 ±0.170Elephants Dream
ES 100 8.23 2.09 1.41 27.37 ±15.83 0.817 ±0.167

CAPA 105.35 4.27 0.28 0.50 33.10±13.38 0.886±0.149
PA 100 12.31 2.78 2.33 27.49±16.31 0.786 ±0.232LIVE
ES 100 8.16 1.90 1.49 25.04±15.13 0.773 ±0.193

CAPA 108.02 3.52 0.60 0.35 33.13±12.60 0.889±0.129
PA 100 12.65 4.77 1.89 26.59 ±15.34 0.790±0.193Big Buck Bunny
ES 100 8.42 3.29 1.19 25.26±14.36 0.749±0.174

Figure 17: PSNR values from Elephants Dream video sequence according to
the different scheduling strategies compared to original PSNR; CAPA, PA, and
ES, under wireless lossy network scenario.

points to more stable video quality of CAPA compared to al-
ternative strategies.

In conclusion, CAPA hugely outperforms PA and ES in im-
proving QoE under wireless lossy network situation by opti-1140

mizing the total network goodput.

4.3. Support of fairness

We, now, evaluate the initial fairness test of our proposed
CAPA when it competes with another MMT flow where all
paths between MMT sending and receiving entities share com-1145

mon bottlenecks.
Simulation Setup and Background Traffic Condition. For
fairness experiment, as shown in Figure 18, we have extended
the environment explained in Section 4.1 adding one more

server named "Sender video server2" and one more receiver1150

named "Receiver smartphone2". In this environment, each
video server uses multiple paths to stream video to its assigned
receiver. Therefore, video server1 streams video to receiver1,
and video server2 streams video to receiver2. Subsequently, re-
ceiver1 generates feedbacks to server1, and receiver2 generates1155

feedbacks to server2. Therefore, in this environment, there are
bottlenecks for both LTE and WiFi paths.

Similar to what explained in Section 4.1, as depicted in Fig-
ure 18, uplink and downlink background traffics are generated
by the network nodes and servers respectively. Differently, TCP1160

packets are generated for background traffic instead of UDP
packets for this scenario. These TCP packets are generated by
iperf in ns-3 DCE. The reason of choosing TCP background
traffic instead of UDP is that there is no congestion control and
feedback control for UDP. UDP has constant rate, and that’s all.1165

However, we need traffic to react to congestion. This is what
TCP delivers. Therefore, we can demonstrate how our protocol
behaves.

While in this scenario, WiFi and LTE paths’ delay and band-
width are the same as what was defined in Section 4.1, the1170

wireless loss rate is considered as zero in this scenario because
we want to focus on fairness in bandwidth sharing and we do
not want to have wireless loss impact on the scheduling strat-
egy. The fairness of CAPA, in this environment, is presented in
terms of goodput.1175

How does CAPA stand in terms of fairness? In this network
scenario, Elephants Dream sequence, which is encoded with
the source bitrate of 4 Mbps is used. We also consider the con-
stant transmission bitrate stream of 4 Mbps.

Figure 19 depicts fairness results of goodput achievement in1180

WiFi and LTE from 0 to 120 seconds of simulation time. As it
is shown in this figure, at 0 second of simulation time, server1
starts to stream the video to receiver1, then after 50 seconds of
simulation time, the server2 starts to stream the video in paral-
lel. These two MMT streams compete with each other to access1185
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Figure 18: Evaluation environment where two sender video servers use multiple
paths to stream video to receiver smartphones sharing common bottlenecks.

Figure 19: Fairness results of goodput achievement in WiFi and LTE.

the available resource. Goodput results show that both receiver1
and receiver2 have fair access to the available resources in both
WiFi and LTE.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we explore adding multipath support to MMT1190

proposing a novel Content-Aware and Path-Aware (CAPA)
scheduling strategy. CAPA distributes packets through the net-
work according to the wireless network conditions as well as
the video packet content characteristics. The proposed CAPA
has been fully implemented in the application layer as a com-1195

patible module and utilizes the standardized MMT signaling
messages to provide feedback information. Some of the key
properties of CAPA are summarized in Table 9.

One objective of the proposed approach is increasing the
quality of the final sequence, PSNR and SSIM. We could1200

achieve this target by reducing the number of packets that are
lost. Table 10 summarizes the achievements by CAPA com-
pared to PA and ES provided in Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2,

Table 9: Properties of the proposed CAPA adopted for MMT.
Protocol layer Applied protocol Compatibility

Application MMT Server and Client
Which packet? How to protect the packet? Which path?

Content awareness Duplication
Path awareness
(Delay, PLR,

Goodput)

Fairness Video
Compression

Error
Concealment

Experimental
Environment

Performance
Metrics

Y H.264 FFMPEG

NS3-DCE,
Client interfaces:

LTE,
WiFi (802.11n)

Goodput,
Total packet

loss rate,
I and NI

packet loss rate,
Delay, PSNR,

SSIM

respectively, under congested network scenario and wireless
lossy network scenario, where results are provided for vari-1205

ous sequences with bitrate of 4 Mbps. We achieved that our
proposing approach has good results for both of these common
network scenarios and could improve the QoE of end users. It
does not matter if there is congestion or burst wireless losses.
But maybe, the proposed solution is better in handling wire-1210

less losses than congestion. While, in wireless lossy network
scenario, CAPA could increase the average video PSNR, re-
spectively, by up to 6.84 dB (20.30%), and 9.43 dB (30.32%)
compared to PA and ES, in congested network scenario, CAPA
could increase the average video PSNR, respectively, by up to1215

4.25 dB (12.97%), and 7.22 dB (20.58%) compared to PA and
ES. Similarly, while in wireless lossy network scenario, CAPA
could increase the SSIM, respectively, by up to 0.100 (12.72%),
and 0.113 (14.23%) compared to PA and ES, in congested net-
work scenario, CAPA could increase the average video PSNR,1220

respectively, by up to 0.033 (3.78%), and 0.102 (12.54%)
compared to PA and ES.

We have also checked the behaviour of the proposed strategy
with different video bitrates under congested network scenario.
The results show that our scheduler could properly handle these1225

videos. Remark that video with higher bitrate (original quality)
also produces more packets, and consequently, more packets
would be lost during transmission due to higher congestion.
Therefore, higher original quality cannot necessarily improve
the perceived quality.1230

We also had basic validation of fairness for CAPA, when two
MMT flows compete with each other to access the available re-
source, where all paths between MMT sending and receiving
entities share common bottlenecks. Even if the full understand-
ing of fairness requires much more work and experience, but1235

these initial experiments could properly show that the second
MMT flow does not kill the first one and both receivers have
fair access to both paths.

A major target of this work is improving the MMT standard
by adding multipath scheduling strategies. We proposed the1240

collaboration document m44902r1 for the MMT IG standard-
ization activity in 2018 and was adopted for the 4th edition of
the ISO/IEC 23008-13 standard. The invention has also been
protected through patent applications that has been filled out
in INPI [50] and US patent [51]. It is important to highlight1245

that, this contribution is valuable because MMT has been al-
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Table 10: Brief description of achievements by CAPA compared to PA and ES
provided in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2, respectively, under congested net-
work scenario and wireless lossy network scenario where results are provided
for various sequences with bitrate of 4 Mbps.

Performance
metrics Congested network scenario Wireless lossy network scenario

Figure 12, Table 8,Goodput CAPA achieves higher and
more stable goodput com-
pared to PA and ES.

CAPA achieves higher and
more stable goodput com-
pared to PA and ES.

Table 6, Table 8,Loss rate CAPA reduces total loss rate
compared to PA and ES, re-
spectively, by up to 31.82%
and 78.96%. Since CAPA
can protect I packets, or I
and NI packets based on dif-
ferent levels of packet pro-
tection, it can even achieve
less I and/or NI packet loss
rate compared to alternatives
when there is a very high
congested network situation.

CAPA reduces total loss rate
compared to PA and ES, re-
spectively, by up to 72.09%
and 58.2%.

Table 6,Delay CAPA outperforms ES but
does not have always de-
lay reduction compared to
PA. Even if duplication im-
proves the video quality but
it costs of increasing conges-
tion and effect on the delay.

Delay for most of our sim-
ulations and most of our se-
quence is almost the same.

Table 6, Table 8,PSNR CAPA outperforms PA and
ES, respectively, up to 4.25
dB (12.97%) and 7.22 dB
(20.58%).

CAPA outperforms PA and
ES, respectively, up to 6.84
dB (20.30%) and 9.43 dB
(30.32%).

Table 6, Table 8,SSIM CAPA outperforms PA
and ES, respectively, up to
0.033 (3.78%) and 0.102
(12.54%).

CAPA outperforms PA
and ES, respectively, up to
100 (12.72%) and 0.113
(14.23%).

ready adopted by other standards such as ATSC 3.0 and it is
expected to adopt by digital television broadcasting/broadband
transmission systems as well as AR, VR, MR devices, smart-
phones, and tablets. Therefore, there is high potential for our1250

approach to become wildly used.

In future work, we plan to investigate a Forward Error Cor-
rection (FEC) stage exploiting what is already specified as the
Application Layer FEC of the MMT standard. Exploiting vari-
able bitrate for the video sequence instead of only constant bi-1255

trate could improve the QoE by adapting video traffic rate based
on the network condition. Extended evaluation plans for CAPA
include mobility at different speeds and mobility patterns, in-
cluding considerations on radio coverage and handoff between
multiple networks. Furthermore, we will scale the scenarios in1260

terms of number of servers and receivers, especially critical for
taking the fairness evaluation to the next steps. Moreover, we
will consider evaluating the use of 802.11e and its capabilities
of traffic prioritization.
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